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Ritual Magic 
 
Have you ever done ritual magick? By ritual, I refer to Wicca, Voodoo and all 
traditional forms of manifestation which rely on chnats, invocation and ancient 
methods. 
 
Ritual magic indubitably works, particularly if you have the discipline to raise 
enough energy to throw at your intentions. There are problems with ritual magic: 
 

• Focused intention is vital to creating your reality. The moment your 
attention wavers ie you get sleepy, the energy is dissipated. The most a 
ritual magician can focus the ether to his desires would be an hour. After 
that he would be spent. 

• Raising energy the old way can be very messy or dangerous. Slitting 
chicken throats raises energy but neighbors can report you for public 
disturbance. There’s an even higher probability of going to jail if people 
hear you invoking Satan 

 
The drawbacks of ritual magic are myriad which is why I’ve long abandoned the 
old style of creating realities. These days I use modern magic and that is the 
theme of this exposition. You will learn best practices to unleash power on the 
world. 
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Modern Magic 
 
This universe comes from nothing but matter and energy. You recall E=MC2? To 
create matter requires energy. Magic is just one form of energy not yet 
understood. Today’s magic is just as mystical as plasma TVs to Indians from the 
Old World. 
 
All you have to know is this: wielding the law of attraction boils down to throwing 
enough of this subtle energy known as 
 

• Tachyons 
• Prana 
• Pneuma 
• Ki 
• Chi 
• Kundalini 
• Zero Point 
• Orgone 

 
At structured symbols of your intent. This works because you no longer need to 
focus on our desired outcomes. Use a few good emblems, pack it with pulsed 
energy and you can get about your business not caring about the result. 
 
And that’s another thing. You should not care about the result. The more you do , 
the more you bind the energy and prevent it from working to make things 
happen. 
 
Take a clinical attitude to the law attraction. Have that mindset “I don’t give a 
damn if it happens or not”. This makes a difference. 
 
And so without further ado, let’s look at some templates of magic that I’ve used 
the past decade. 
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Creating an Irresistible Website or Business 
 
My team owned and controlled more than 1000 websites built since the year 
1998.  We dabbled in every industry you can imagine- from the Tech Magic site 
xtrememind.com, to hacker forums, to recruitment portals and even search 
engines. Yep- we ran a popular search engine back till 2007 but that’s our secret. 
 
While we’ve sold 90% of them this year of an amazing profit, these sites have 
generated massive cult-like following without investment in banner ads, Google 
marketing or any of that. The secret was modern magic. 
 
You see, we’ve thrown vortices of unbeatable energy using mind machines like 
the God Caster and the RAD5 at these sites creating fervor, compulsion and 
fanaticism. Which is probably why you’re here reading this document from a site 
whose design hasn’t changed since 2001. 
 
How did we do it? Follow these steps. 
 
First, we allocate a massive chi generator to the website. The minimum would be 
a RAD5 or a GodCaster if you want to create cult-like following. Anything less 
would have anemic results. The size of the machine is necessary to run 15 to 50 
trends simultaneously. 
 
Obtain a large world map, a caduceus coil 4 ft in diameter, several rose quartz 
crystal shards, a red ballpen, purple cloth and some sperm. If you’re a woman, 
then your ejaculate is fine. 
 
I would then place the large caduceus coil on the ground  and the world map 

somewhere within. The psionic device will be 
positioned within the same coil. 
 
 
Turn on the unit. 
 
Now think: what are your end goals for the 
website? To attract visitors? To incite 
reference? To create purchases? Think of 
each one. 
 
Now you can use a little sex magic if you’re so 

inclined or energy invocation. 
 
What you are to do is to think of 15 to 20 simultaneous related trends or wishes. 
As you think of each one, draw it very slowly and meaningfully. While drawing the 
symbols, set the PRIMARY frequency generator to 528Hz, and the secondary 
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tone generator of tablet to 33Hz, 3.5 hz or any of the solfeggio frequencies. Refer 
to key frequencies here. 
 
While you draw each symbol, stimulate yourself slowly but do not orgasm. This 
allows you to raise internal chi along with the psionic machine. The chant “aram 
adam axadam” will help raise even more energy and bind you and your device 
together. 
 
Reverently place each symbol on the Reactor or main unit of the orgone device. 
Smear some of the images with your personal ejaculate procured prior to the 
spell casting. Cover it thereafter with purple or white silk cloth. 
 
Atop the cloth, place a symbol of the target- which can be a screenshot of your 
website or place of business. Place your crystals atop the image. 
 
Now readjust the primary carrier frequency of the main generator to 2675 (The 
crystal field) and the secondary tablet to 33hz. 
 
Stand within the caduceus coil and close your eyes. Feel the wash of energy. 
Now reach your hands physically outwards. Imagine reaching into the past, and 
reshaping your website or business to its ideal state, its popular state. Spend 5 
minutes working on the PAST of the business.  
 
Withdraw your hands. Then reach out again, imagining that you’re reaching into 
the future of the business. Physically shape it to what you want it to be. 
 
Finally reach out with both hands- imagine grasping both past and future and 
bringing it to the now. Cascade all the emotions, sights and sounds to that very 
center of your altar within your caduceus coil. 
 
Hold the compressed ball of light representing all that you desire of this business 
or site within a cylinder of light you can now feel and almost see running 
perpendicular to the plane of the coil. The device is fueling it. The emblems are 
fueling it. And nothing can stop it. 
 
Use both hands to compress the destiny of your business into a pinpoint of light, 
and push it into the very Reactor of your orgone device. 
 
Finally look at the world map symbolizing all the future men and women who will 
patronize your business. 
 
You have created a vortex that will last a lifetime. All you need is a few months of 
continuous energizing till the lifeforces become an egregor. 
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Creating an Irresistible Attraction 
 
Lust and desire using  your orgone device is 
an even easier proposition. Devices like the 
Rad2400HD are more than adequate. 
 
Again, set up the Caduceus Coil. Place your 
psionic device within the coil. 
 
Let the primary generator pulse 2.06hz or 
256hz. Let the secondary generator pulse 
341 or 416hz. 
 
Begin drawing 5 symbols of your intention 
pertaining to attraction such as: 
 

• Life of the party 
• Fluid speaker 
• James Bond rapport 
• People stripping around you. 

 
Again you can do sex magic while drawing the symbols. 
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When done, place the symbols on the orgone generator. It then helps to place 
the Venus Pentacle or the Almin atop the images. Swathe it in red silk. 
 
Stand straight within the coil, feet shoulder width apart. 
 
Now hum repeatedly “sonapsehihe” slowly and sonorously from your belly. Don’t 
doubt the power – this phrase will resonate with all the forces building up around 
you. Your attractiveness will go through the roof. 
 
Close your eyes and physically reach out. Imagine reaching for members of the 
opposite gender and amorously alluring them. Feel your energies mingle while 
chanting. Grasp their chests and the back of their necks, feeling a sharing of chi. 
 
Step out of the coil. Say thank you. 
 
Now observe how people treat you all day- and how amazingly virile/feminine 
your energy feels! 
 
 
Learn more- only at Xtrememind.com 
 
 
 


